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Correction to: Journal of Pharmacokinetics and 
Pharmacodynamics
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10928-024-09913-y

 
In this article the author affiliation information for Wing Kai 
Chan was inaccurate. The affiliation was listed as “Phar-
maEssentia Corporation, Taipei, Taiwan,” but it should be 
“Athenex Inc, New York, USA.”

 
A discrepancy in the sequence of authors and respective 
affiliation for authors Rudolf Kwan, Wing Kai Chan, Albert 
Qin, Natalie J. Hughes Medlicott, Paul Glue and Stephen 
Duffull has been corrected.

 
The original article has been corrected.

The online version of the original article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1007/s10928-024-09913-y.
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